
ClassBright Evaluate
Streamlined  

evaluations for  

professional growth 

and improved learning

ClassBright Evaluate 
can be your way forward.

find out how

With ClassBright Evaluate, administrators 
get valuable data to drive staffing and  
professional development decisions. 

Educators are engaged in their  
professional growth through self-reflection 
and a collaborative evaluation process.

Assure compliance. Retain quality staff.

www.ClassBright.com



Supports a clear, transparent, &  
collaborative evaluation process

• Aligns evidence to rubric’s performance criteria  
  (or indicators)

 » Educators clearly understand how collected  
evidence relates to the rubric, prompting in-time  
discussions and coaching opportunities

 » Observers and educators can view gaps in  
rubric data collection

 » Portfolio evidence is organized within the rubric, 
explicitly showing relevance to evaluation

• Unique Snippet data-collection tool enables  
observers and educators to add performance  
evidence including videos, photos, and documents

• Portfolio additions trigger immediate notification  
to teacher

• Ability to input custom examples of indicator  
performance levels (Exemplary, Proficient, etc.)  
supporting clear performance expectations and  
inter-rater reliability

• Enables multiple observers to add performance  
evidence to a staff member’s portfolio

• Easy-to-use and mobile-friendly 

• Reports for data-driven personnel decisions

• Multiple, custom evaluation rubrics for teachers,  
   principals, and classified staff

• Customizable walkthrough observation forms 

• Date-stamped notes during formal observations,  
   including pre- and post-conference summaries

ClassBright Evaluate adds 
innovation that matters

Ready to make a difference?
connect@brightwayslearning.org

406.542.3334

Contact us today for a demo!

“Like many other — particularly rural —  
school districts, we were initially struggling 

with our state’s teacher evaluation  
requirements and the limited options available.  

Brightways Learning came through for us  
like no other education vendor could.” 

— Scott MacManus, Superintendent

Affordable for schools  
and districts of all sizes.

Personalized implementation & support
 
Our trainers can lead customized professional develop-
ment that reaches beyond the basic technical training 
into deeper understanding of evaluation best practices.


